Psychiatric-Mental Health Nursing (Point (Lippincott Williams & Wilkins))
Synopsis

This fully updated Fifth Edition explores the full psychiatric nursing curriculum, from theoretical foundations to application of interventions for commonly encountered disorders. The focus is on treatment modalities, nursing care, therapeutic communication, and self-awareness. The built-in study guide helps reinforce student learning and knowledge retention. Abundant features highlight the most pertinent learning concepts.
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Customer Reviews

This book is filled with a wealth of knowledge and understanding about how the mind works and why we do some of the things we do. We are using this book in my Mental Health Technician class and each night after class I leave the class more knowledgable along with a headache. There’s so much to retain.

I purchased this text for my R.N. program and it has proved itself worthwhile. The book showed up in good condition and shipping was speedy. Very pleased overall with my experience and would recommend this book to any students who are in the Psychiatric clinical rotations.

I like the book as far as text books go. It was late in arriving so it didn’t help me much as far as studying for a particular unit, but for the final, it was very helpful. Well written and easy to understand.
Easy reading material. Love the pictures in the book. This book we used for class and we did all the chapter it was nice and helpful. I also used the online resource it comes with to help prepare for tests

Purchased this for my nursing class on the kindle to help lighten the load... The eBook is good, with illustrations (on the kindle app for android) but does not include page numbers which makes the assigned reading frustrating.

LOVE this book. I was fortunate to have Sheila as my mental health instructor while in nursing school. This is the ONLY textbook that I can honestly say that I read cover to cover while in nursing school. It is the only textbook I have ever truly enjoyed reading. VERY well written. It is packed full of great info and written in a way that keeps your interest. Sheila, the author, has several years of experience in psych nursing & has several years of experience in teaching. Everything you need to know about mental health is in this book.

This textbook is a good psychiatric nursing book to use. My nursing program required it for our mental health class and the fact that it comes with the CD is fantastic. The CD is a great bonus buy for this book and was very helpful on exams.

This is a good book and it costs much less than my school was going to charge. My only complaint is that they sent it to me with 1/2 of the CD. I know the CD wasnt guaranteed but i wish they would have taken the one that was broke and laying inside the book out so none of us would have risked cutting our hands on it. Other than that shipping was quick and the book is is great condition!
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